
Hundreds of designers and engineers use the CAD automation tool 
FutuDraw daily because it saves so much time!

FutuDraw boosts your CAD experience

FutuDraw is a CAD automation product that automatically 
calculates and creates based on numbers and templates – 
in a minute. Inspirators! has invented a new technology to 
save time on technical drawings.

FutuDraw is as flexible as CAD but faster and automated!

For a private house heating schema, it takes up to 4 days 
for a mid-level designer. FutuDraw creates the same 
schema within minutes.

Owner of engineering bureau O3 Mikk Tasa  

1. Upload your CAD 
file (dxf, pdf, etc.) to 
FutuDraw

2. FutuDraw will 
create a smart template

3. Input data into the 
Excel-style 
spreadsheet, and 
FutuDraw will create 
your technical drawing 
(dxf, pdf, etc.)

4. Our node-based 
approach allows you to 
share files with your 
colleagues, clients, and 
friends, who can edit, 
return, forward, and so on

How does it work? FutuDraw is suitable for companies who:

Create low-mix and high-volume 
drawings (repeatable)


Prefer data-driven workflows 
instead of manual work


Are looking for a cost-effective way 
to automate the drawing process


Desire a unique way to scale the 
quality of the drawings



FutuDraw provides a highly scalable way of 
creating CAD automation. It is easy, shareable 
with the team, and reusable.

FutuDraw uses a node-based approach to describe 
the logic – the same that is widely used in tools like 
Unreal Engine, Unity, Blender, etc. – and is 
considered a perfect way to lower the entry curve 
for describing any automation. Ask us for a demo!

FutuDraw allows you to share the logic with your 
team (thus improving the reusability dramatically) 
and with a worldwide audience. Imagine easily shareable CAD automation knowledge!

FutuDraw Automation Logic

You will be able to fit FutuDraw in every workflow 
and enjoy the automation of previously time-
consuming manual work.


As an example – imagine agreeing with the customer 
on the technical parameters of the project in your 
CRM and, in the next moment, presenting the exact 
agreed-upon drawing.

Or, if you have BIM as a core tool for managing the 
data – as soon as the data is available, so is the 
drawing, which also becomes part of the BIM.


Or, if you like to start more traditionally – a 
spreadsheet linked with FutuDraw will send you an 
email with a drawing every time you add a row with 
needed data to your spreadsheet.

Technical information

FutuDraw is an SaaS (Software as Service) solution 
style – everything runs in the cloud, is accessible 
over APIs, and can be configured via a browser or an 
AutoCAD plugin.

 FutuDraw is a browser-based solutio

 It has out-of-the-box plugins to AutoCA

 It has readiness for integration into any 2D or 3D 
too

 Readiness can be integrated into portals, web 
environments, factory systems

Data-Driven Workflows FutuDraw is designed for the modern world – 
it is data-driven and API rich. 

About Inspirators!

Inspirators! is an Estonian startup providing IT 
products and services for industry, building sector, 
and utility companies. The innovative CAD 
component of Inspirators! is twenty-fold more 
efficient than traditional technical drawing methods. 
Futu3D is a module house constructor allowing on-
the-fly 3D house configuration, ROI calculation, and 
360.


Inspirators! provides products and services in 
Germany and other EU countries.

Licensing info:

We offer FutuDraw on a flexible SaaS model – 
you only pay when you use the software.

Book time for a demo at Inspirators.eu!

https://inspirators.eu/products/futudraw

